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AGlaze Marine Protection System
The AGlaze  Surface  Protection System is the most advanced polymer sealant available today. This unique formulation
incorporates highly effective water, oil, acid and dirt repellent properties together with the most advanced UV absorbers
available. Formulations are tailored to suit either GRP or painted surfaces.

AGlaze  products  are  recommended  and  utilised  by  many  companies  in  the  marine,  aviation and automotive
industries.  The AGlaze Surface Sealant has been tested and approved by marine gelcoat manufacturer Scott Bader, 
suppliers to the  largest  boat & yacht builders  in the UK.  It has been tested by a number of paint manufacturers for 
warranty purposes.  AGlaze also carries approval from Boeing, Airbus and BAE Systems for use in aviation.

AGlaze  is  suitable  for  use  on all types of marine craft,  from  personal  watercraft,  speedboats, sailing dinghies and
yachts, to river boats, luxury cruisers and superyachts.

The AGlaze system uses the most up to date technology available to provide the best possible protection for your boat’s
Surface.

Using a combination of polymers and specialist UV absorbers, the AGlaze Sealant ensures full protection against fading,
airborne pollutants , UV rays, acid rain, streak marks, industrial fallout and general day to day dirt and grime.

Once treated your craft will only require washing with our Wash n Shine shampoo. Cleaning and polishing are no longer
an issue as our range of marine products will maintain the shine all year round.

The AGlaze will protect for a full year and beyond, however for that “boat show” shine we recommend that you re-apply

every 12 months. 

Protection against the Sun’s ultraviolet rays

Protection against colour fading

Protects against and reduces streak marks
and exhaust stains 

Protection against acid rain

Protects against ionisation and fallout

Protects against snow, ice and salt

Helps protect against bird droppings

Easy washing and no polishing

Prolongs the life of you paintwork or gelcoat
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Specialist Surface Sealants

Since the launch of the  AGlaze  Marine  product range ,  the  AGlaze  Surface  Sealant  System  has earned a huge
amount of respect and countless endorsements within the leisure marine industry. Private owners, valeting companies,
charter companies,  boat manufacturers,  boat distributors and  gelcoat  manufacturers are all recommending or using 
the products to provide unrivalled gloss, long lasting protection and ease of maintenance for their craft.

HAINESUKUK

AGlaze has been engineered and has evolved to suit specific applications and as such we now provide a range of
surface protecting sealants which have been tailored to protect many different surface compositions.

INDUSTRY RECOMMENDATIONSINDUSTRY RECOMMENDATIONS

Marine Surface 

Stainless Steel 

Marine Painted 

Varnished 

Carbon Fibre 

Sealant GRP/MP

Sealant 

Surface Sealant

Surface Sealant

 Protector

Unmatched protection,

Protection for clean Stainless

Steel, Chrome and polished

aluminium finishes.

Tailored to all marine 

Protection Specifically 

for Varnished Wood

paint finshes, including
PU paint finishes.

Highly concentrated UV
protection for wet or dry 
layout carbon fibre.

suitable for all gelcoat
Applications.

PRINCESS YACHTS CYPRUS
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Specialist Surface Sealants

AGlaze GRP Surface Sealant

Maximum Protection (MP) Surface Sealant

AGlaze Painted Surface Sealant

Carbon Fibre Protector

The  AGlaze  Marine Surface Sealant for GRP/Gelcoat surfaces has been available for over 
a decade to the leisure marine industry for professional or DIY application. In it’s current form,
it provides the best possible long term protection for the external surfaces of your boat. 
Guarding against chalking caused by the sun’s UV rays and making cleaning and maintenance
easier throughout the season, the  AGlaze  sealant is used worldwide and endorsed by some
of the largest manufacturers in the industry.

AGlaze Maximum Protection (MP) has been developed to offer the highest level of protection
to areas of gelcoat or paintwork that have previously been damaged by UV and then restored.

Applied in a slightly different way to our other surface protectors, AGlaze  MP is specifically
targeted at these vulnerable and previously damaged  areas to give enhanced protection and
prevent the sun’s UV rays causing old damage to re-appear.  MP can also be used on boats
not previously damaged by the sun but looking for that extra protection in vulnerable areas.

AGlaze Painted Surface Sealant can be used on any marine paint finish available. Used on
large or small craft, it will offer the same benefits as the GRP/Gelcoat formulation, protection
from UV damage, easier cleaning and maintenance as well as significantly extending the life
of the paintwork.

This Sealant is also widely used within the Superyacht industry to ease maintenance and to 
extend the life of the paintwork on these vessels, preventing frequent expensive resprays.

Developed alongside one of the world’s most technologically minded supercar manufacturers,
AGlaze  Carbon Fibre Protector has been introduced to help protect the growing number of 
expensive carbon fibre surfaces being used in the marine industry.  Although  carbon fibre is
light weight and very strong,  the resin used to bond it  together  degrades very quickly when 
exposed to the sun’s UV rays.  This damage weakens the structure and causes it to become
brittle, the Glaze blocks the damaging UV and prevents the carbon fibre from degrading.

Before After
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Specialist Surface Sealants

Surface Protection Kits

Stainless Steel Sealant

Varnished Surface Sealant

AGlaze  Stainless Steel Sealant will assist in the protection of all stainless steel surfaces on
board your craft. Used in conjunction with our Metal Polish, it enables the user to restore any
metal work suffering from rust  stains  or salt marks and keep the surface clean and shiny for
far longer than would normally be possible. 

As with a painted surface, varnished surfaces in a marine environment can also be damaged
by the sun’s ultraviolet rays.  This  will  eventually cause the surface of the varnished area to
deteriorate to a point where it needs sanding and re-varnishing.  Using the  AGlaze Varnish
Sealant as an annual application will not only slow the deterioration significantly, but in some
cases eliminate it altogether.

AGlaze Marine Surface Sealant Kit

A comprehensive system designed to allow the individual boat owner to prepare
their own craft.  The  kit  is capable of treating  a 30  foot  craft,  larger craft are 
catered for by adding additional products to each kit. A small boat kit is available 
for dinghies, personal  watercraft and boats up to about 17 feet in length.  Each
kit is supplied with full instructions,  application  cloths and a registration card to
validate the 12 month guarantee given with each AGlaze application.

There are three main elements to the kit:

Firstly the surface preparation  is used to give an in depth clean to the gelcoat
or painted surface and leave a showroom shine. On some older craft it may be
necessary to use  Pre-Cut cutting compounds to restore the surface gloss prior
to the application of the Surface Preparation.

Once the surface has been restored to pristine, it’s time to apply the sealant.
Applying the Surface Sealant is an extremely easy process. A minimum of two
coats are required over the whole craft. It is advisable to apply additional coats
to areas more likely to be damaged by the sun or stained by exhaust gases.

Finally, the kit is supplied with our Wash n Shine shampoo, which should be
used to wash the craft throughout the season.

All of our kits are available direct mail order, where advice can be given and
your precise product requirements met.
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PPrroodduuccttss
Maintaining your boat is our challenge

AGlaze GRP/Painted Surface Sealant
Crystal Vision Glass/Polycarbonate Cleaner and Sealant
Teak Cleaner, Colour Restorer and Teak Sealant
Hull Cleaner for GRP, Superyacht Hull Cleaner for painted surfaces
Leather/Vinyl Cleaner and Sealant
RIB and Dinghy Cleaner and Sealant
Metal Polish & Stainless Steel Sealant
Fabric Protector for carpets, canopies, fabric seats and biminis
Hi Foam Wash ‘n’ Shine Shampoo
Fabric Canopy Cleaner and Protector
Deck Cleaner for Anti-slip Decking
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Heavy Duty Hull Cleaner

Teak Protector and Sealant for Synthetic Teak

Teak Cleaner and Colour Restorer

Canopy Cleaner and Protector

Deck Cleaner

Ideal for removing yellowing around the waterline as well as staining caused by streak

AGlaze Teak Protector is used for protecting clean teak, providing a coating that does
not become slippery when wet. It is water based and contains no harmful solvents
that could dry out the teak. AGlaze Teak Protecter will give protection against most dirt
and spillages and the ravages of UV light, as will our new Synthetic Teak Sealant.

Teak decking can quickly lose it’s natural colour, looking tired and grey. AGlaze Teak

AGlaze canopy Cleaner has been formulated for use on all types of canvas canopy.

AGlaze Deck Cleaner will provide an effective deep cleaning solution for notoriously
difficult to clean non slip GRP decks onboard. Simply brush on the deck cleaner, 
diluted as per the instructions, leave for a couple of minutes and rinse off to leave a
clean non slip surface.

It is capable of removing staining from algae,  mould,  tree sap, bird lime and other
airborne pollutants. Once clean our Fabric Protector can be applied. This will act as
a water repellent and reduce the growth of algae/mould in the future with it’s built in
antimicrobial properties.

Cleaner is a simple to use two part system, comprising a deep cleaner/stain remover
and a colour restorer, that requires very little effort to produce stunning results.

marks, exhaust fumes and bird lime. Easy to use, the Hull Cleaner is applied by brush,
allowed to soak and then rinsed off.
Awarded 10/10 by Practical Boat Owner when tested against competitor products

Voted Best Buy ‘Teak Cleaning Products’ by Motor Boats Monthly - February 2013 After Before

TM

Pre-Cut Compound V2

Marine Wash n Shine Shampoo

This highly refined medium duty cutting compound is ideal for restoring fine scratches,

This superior quality shampoo is integral to the AGlaze Surface Sealant System.  As
well as it’s superior cleaning ability it also works to help maintain the AGlaze Sealant
already in place. Available in 1 litre or 5 litre containers.

scuffs and faded or chalky  gelcoat or paintwork.  It can be used by hand or polishing 
machine to prepare surfaces prior to using the AGlaze Surface Protection System.



Product Range
SMR

Speed Finish

Marine Fabric Protector

Eradicator Sponges

RIB and Dinghy Kit

Glass Cleaner

Anti Mist Glass Cleaner

Sail Cleaner

AGlaze SMR is a silicon free maintenance product for use on GRP/Painted Surfaces.
SMR can be used in conjunction with the  AGlaze  Surface Sealant System to give a
high gloss finish. It will also remove swirl marks, minor fender scuffs and enhance gloss.

Speed finish is, as you may have guessed,  an extremely fast and easy to use product
that will leave an extremely high gloss finish when applied to a GRP or painted surface.
Speed Finish is designed as a high quality alternative to polishes or waxes available.

Suitable  for fabric surfaces,  carpets,  canopies and seating areas,  Fabric  Protector
Will provide long lasting water repellent protection, reducing staining and dirt retention.
It will also help prevent mould and algae growth with it’s antimicrobial additives. 

These are the must have accessory to keep on board at all times. Chemical free and
non abrasive, they will remove almost any mark from most surfaces. Simply dampen 
the sponge, squeeze out any excess water and rub over the offending mark - magic!

Cleaning and protection system for all RIBs and tenders. Firstly the cleaner, used with

A very high quality general purpose glass cleaner for use on board. AGlaze Glass
Cleaner can be used on any glass or polycarbonate surfaces on board, leaving a

perfectly clear, smear free finish.

AGlaze Anti Mist Glass Cleaner is for use on glass, polycarbonate and mirror. It will

Aglaze professional Sail Cleaner is used in the quick and effective cleaning of sails.
Removes most general dirt,  grime,  grease, traffic/pollution film and mould on sails.
Safe on sail stitching and materials and harmless to marine life.

clean and reduce misting on these surfaces, especially effective internally for mirrors,
windscreens and visors on helmets. This is a stand alone product and should not be
used in conjunction with others. It is a hydrophilic product.

Eradicator sponges, will take off even the heaviest staining and bring your tubes back
up to new condition, the protector will maintain the appearance and aid future cleaning. 

“Everyone should have a pack on board” - Yachting World

Awarded 5 stars by Motor Boats Monthly, saying “No elbow grease required”
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Fender Kit

FXR

Leather Cleaner and Sealer

PVC Window Restorer

Air Purifier

Crystal Vision Glass Sealant V3

Metal Polish

Propeller Cleaner

This  kit will invigorate stained and tired looking fenders.  Using a highly effective

FXR will clean GRP to easily remove bird lime and stains leaving a smooth gloss 
finish. Can be used on boats which have not been AGlazed or those that have an
AGlaze treatment on. FXR will not affect the AGlazed surface.

This product has been designed to remove small scratches and tarnishing on flexible
PVC windows in canopies,  etc.  Extremely easy to use,  just polish the  product into 
the PVC  surface and watch the stains and  scratches fade away.  Will even remove
some rust marks from canopies coming into contact with stainless steel frameworks.

This is a one shot aerosol deodoriser and sanitiser. Containing a chemical deodoriser
that is effective against a wide variety of odours,  the air  purifier also uses silver ions
as an antimicrobial working against  bacteria, moulds,  fungi  and  viruses.  It will also
clean and sanitise your boat/car air conditioning system.

A revolutionary glass cleaner and sealant for use on windows,  glass or polycarbonate.
Easy to use, it forms a long lasting protective barrier on the glass, keeping it in pristine
condition and highly water repellent.  It reduces the need to use  windscreen wipers by
at least 50%, reduces water marks and allows easy cleaning of insect marks, etc.

Removes tarnishing, oxidisation,  light  rust,  watermarks and discolouration from the

Heavy duty cleaner for metal propellers, shafts and casings. Suitable for stainless
steel, bronze and aluminium propellers. Will remove most calcium deposits and soften
barnacles. Superb results are easily achieved in minutes with minimum effort.

neglected and unpolished metal surface. Provides a superb finish and depth of shine
on any aluminium, chrome or stainless steel finish.

cleaner, followed by a protective sealant, you can put an end to unsightly fenders
hanging from your pristine looking craft.

Aglaze Leather Cleaner and Sealer will remove dirt and stains from the surface at the 
same time using just a microfibre cloth. Leather or vinyl surfaces can be treated with
the product which will also help prevent staining and damage from UV rays.  

Product Range TM
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Superyachts
Marine AGlaze has enjoyed massive success in the leisure marine industry,  this has been replicated in the Superyacht 
industry. A demand for such a product was identified within the superyacht sector. AGlaze allows owners and captains,
in what is the top echelon of the  boating  industry worldwide,  to keep their boats looking pristine far longer.  When
applied annually, AGlaze will at least double the paint life on a superyacht,  drastically  reducing  the  need  for  regular
repainting and thus allowing huge financial savings. It has been tested by a number of paint manufacturers for warranty
purposes .

The Marine  AGlaze  product range is the solution for all of your yacht maintenance with regard to external appearance,
whether extending the paint life span,  protecting a newly painted finish, renovating  an old painted surface or gelcoat to
postpone long term the inevitable respray or just creating a surface that is much easier to maintain. AGlaze Superyacht
applicators will also offer a similar protection for all external glass surfaces on board, easing cleaning and maintenance.

TM

Many of the best known Super-
yachts  in the world have already
been treated successfully by our
team of professional applicators.

Our Superyacht agents for France,

Italy,  Spain,  Holland,  Germany 
and Florida are RMP Prestige. 

Head office, Antibes, France.

David Rengert 0033 (0) 626 984 365

Martin Wilkinson 0033 (0) 624 770 550

     info@RMPprestige.com

    Download the RMP Prestige brochure via our website: www.marineaglaze.com

        WWW.RMPPRESTIGE.COM
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Join the thousands of satisfied customers

“We’ve inspected several boats coated
 With Marine AGlaze last year and they 
         all look remarkably good.”
         Peter Caplen - Boat Mart

“A shiny finish that actively protects your
  Gelcoat against UV light and pollutants”
           Hugo Andreae - Editor
          Motorboat and Yachting

“My favourite product is Marine AGlaze .”

Tony Jones - Motorboat and Yachting

“Boats we have monitored have retained
  A healthy shine throughout the winter
     months” - Motor Boats Monthly

“Thankyou for taking the hard work out
  Of making my boat look good for the 
     Season.” - Mr. C (Southampton)

“Since I applied the Marine AGlaze to 
my boat at least four others close to me
in the marina have followed” - JC (Poole)

“A thoroughly professional service, with
  Amazing results. A sure safe way to 
         Protect one’s investment.”
  RW. Fairline based in Hong Kong

    RW. Fairline based in Hong Kong

  “I was expecting it to be hard work to 
apply but was pleasantly surprised. I was
      Over the moon with the results.”
                GM (Brighton)

“I use AGlaze on my client’s boats and 
have done for some years. I would most 
definitely recommend it for it’s ease of

application and performance.”
MA Marine Services - Kent

“So nice to use a product that lives up to 
ALL its claims. This is a fantastic product
 And the people are great to deal with. I
  No longer polish my boat, I just watch
       others struggling with theirs!”

 Geoff Gritton (Brightlingsea, Essex)

“The AGlaze system has withstood a busy
 season and fortunately Tugatsu does not
            now need repainting.”
   Matthew Marlow -1st officer Tugatsu

“After 7 months of having the product 
applied we are still impressed with the

results and shine.”
Hamish Burr, Captain M/Y Rahal

  “After the AGlaze process I would say that
  The overall colour of the gelcoat has been
  Lifted by several shades and the boat now
                 Shines as new.”
    Captain M J Rutherford M/Y Sirius

    Captain M J Rutherford M/Y Sirius
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Dealer Stamp

Creative Resins Distribution Limited
7 The Glenmore Centre, Eurolink Industrial Estate,

Castle Road, Sittingbourne, Kent, England, ME10 3GL
Tel: +44 (0) 1795 599880 Fax: +44 (0) 1795 599095

Enquiries: michael@marineaglaze.com
Technical: clive@marineaglaze.com

creative.resins

AUTOMOTIVE/COMMERCIAL AVIATION - WWW.AGLAZE.COM

WWW.MARINEAGLAZE.COM
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